A 2020 TIMELINE OF THE PLACEIQ

Social Distance Tracker
When planning for a return to normal, it’s important to ﬁrst understand
what’s changed. How far from normal did social distancing take us, and what
did we learn along the way?

Panic & Prepare
March 5th–March 21st

25%

Traﬃc to essential businesses spikes
in early March as people stock up to
stay home.

27%

Out of home movement falls fast. By the week of
March 16th, the normal workweek rhythm is
nowhere to be found — a pattern never before seen
in PlaceIQ data.

Grocery visitation is up ↑

Costco visitation is up ↑

ENTERTAINMENT
FOOT-TRAFFIC

75%

In markets where cannabis is legal,
preparations continue with > 20% spike
in traﬃc to dispensaries, and 6.5%
increase in liquor store traﬃc.

BY MID-MARCH

Quarantine Routine
March 22nd–April 18th

Essential ↓

All OOH ↓

Visitation is down across
all major categories
While Essential Business’ traﬃc is
down 16% by Mid-April, all out of home
visitation is down 43% during the
same timeframe.

over 40% between
March 22nd–April 18th

Traﬃc found a weekly rhythm as people learned to
live while sheltering-in-place. Traﬃc is predictable,
though signiﬁcantly lower.

Reemergence Ramp
April 19th–June 21st
Following 4 weeks of
quarantine, dining starts to
pick up with Fast Food leading
the way.

Sunny Las Vegas,
Palm Beach,
Phoenix, were the
ﬁrst to pick up
some visitation.

Easter weekend kick starts
a traﬃc return

Airports with
business traﬃc and
in major cities
remain ﬂat. (JFK,
SFO, ATL)

On April 12th, Boston Market achieved 95% of
its 2019 foot traﬃc levels nationally.

Travelers begin to move.
PlaceIQ created a regional index to measure if traﬃc
varied more or less compared to the norm for that
business. During the Reemergence Ramp phase,
staples like gas stations are about 30% more varied
than usual. Mall traﬃc is 65% more varied than
normal. Airports are especially lopsided, with regional
variation more than 2x it’s pre-COVID benchmark.

Warmer weather and open
skies drive people outdoors
Compared to 2019, beach visitation
is down 20% in April, but ramps up to
120% in May.

30%

MORE VARIED

65%

MORE VARIED

2x REGIONAL VARIATION

Summer Slump
June 22nd–August 29th

Consumer behavior remains
abnormal during summer holidays
MEMORIAL
DAY

JULY
FOURTH

Home Improvement
stores ↑

50mi.

500mi.

less devices
traveled beyond

Summer travelers were more likely to stay close to
home and prefer road trips.

6% 10%

Liquor stores ↑

≈30%

more devices
took trips within

61% 45%

Hotels ↓

>20%

22% 18%

Timing for holiday shopping
gets back on regular schedule
Demand for laptops and tablets is high, as
parents look to create the best learning
environment they can at home.

While on the road, dining out is traded
for dining in.
Vacationers avoid casual restaurants (↓7%), while
grocery becomes the vacation destination (↑14%).
+14%

Best Buy nearly matches its
2019 back to school traﬃc.
Big Box weekly growth
reaches 6.8% in August.

-7%
Casual
Restaurants

Grocery
Stores

Fall Flats
August 30th–October 31st
Trip types changed dramatically
throughout 2020
MOST CATEGORY TRAFFIC IS
STEADY, TRENDING

Pre-COVID, most trips to Trader Joes were
under 30 mins. By Summer, very long trips
(60+ minutes) regressed back to normal and
quick mission trips grow slowly.

+/–

3%

or less since October began, signaling
traﬃc equilibrium.

Pre-COVID

Spring

Summer

Fall

Fall traﬃc is ﬂat, but a duration shift is seen in retail,
big box, dining, and banking as customers choose
alternative delivery/pickup/curbside options.

A gradual return to work
drives AM traﬃc as close to
normal as it's been since April,
reviving the coﬀee rush for
Dunkin', Starbucks and others.

Hesitant Holidays
November 1st–December 31st

BLACK FRIDAY
FOOT-TRAFFIC

25%

Best Buy spreads sales throughout
November — and it works.

However, the preceding two Saturdays
matched normal 2019 traﬃc levels.

For the ﬁrst three weeks, Best Buy’s foot
traﬃc was 98% of 2019 levels. Black Friday
traﬃc was down 45% this year, but their
strong November kept them at 82% of 2019
traﬃc for the month.

Holiday travel takes an
expected hit
Devices that likely
traveled during Christmas
week dropped by nearly
25% YoY from 38% to
29% in 2020.

0.89

Big Box
Stores

Denver and Las Vegas top the holiday
destinations, along with other leisure options
such as Palm Beach and Orlando as travelers
seek winter sports or warmer weather.

0.85

Clothing &
Accessories

0.91
Sporting
Goods

While subdued and spread out, holiday
shopping was still relatively strong with
some retailers nearing 90% of regular
traﬃc.

Key Learnings for 2021

1

2

3

4

Reemergence
is Regional

Be Cheaper,
Closer, and Safer

Data Illuminates
the Unprecedented

Everyone Felt
COVID Diﬀerently

Traﬃc fell all together, but
continues to return with
regional, category, and even
household level bias. For
analysis, we recommend
county-level data for more
granular, real time insights.

Brands are ﬁnding a way forward
by meeting consumers’ changing
needs. Key themes for success
included: Be Close, Be Cheap, Be
Safe. Use strategic targeting to get
this message out to the right
people at the right time.

Use traﬃc as a signal of
demand and monitor changing
trends for marketing and
operational optimization, like
audience targeting, staﬃng
decisions, inventory planning,
and outlet management.

Traﬃc changes impact
categories diﬀerently. For the
bigger picture, track your
recovery alongside other
categories, competitors, ﬁrst
party data, and trends like
remote working.
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